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Abstract: The article carries out a derivational analysis of unofficial anthroponyms of 
Ukrainians, in particular, residents of Western Polissia. It has been found that 
nickname creation is a special linguistic phenomenon, which, on the one hand, is 
extraordinary in the manifestation of individual methods or word-formation models, 
and on the other hand, consistently preserves the dialectal word-formation norm. 
Despite the anthroponymic instability and the open nature of nickname nomens, they 
still represent a partial tendency in the use of specific lexemes, demonstrate a set of 
polyfunctional, patronymic, matronymic, patronymic-possessive formants inherent in 
this type of naming. It has been established that like in nicknames, two methods of 
creation are productive in surnames: lexical-semantic and morphological (suffixing). 
Among the analyzed folk anthroponyms, lexical-semantic formations, especially 
adjectives, prevail, which is caused by the productivity of nicknames-characteristics 
according to the external and internal features of the carriers. Such word-forming 
phenomena in the production of proper names as transonymization, onymization, 
double semanticization, semanticization of composites, compound forms, word 
combinations, and substantivization are characterized in detail. The lexical-thematic 
groups (LTGs) that most often undergo anthroponymization are comprehensively 
analyzed: fauna and flora names, names of clothes, shoes, dishes, details of household 
life, family relations, locative names, agentives. It was observed that along with the 
transition to the class of onyms, the word changes its emotional and evaluative color: 
it turns from neutral to positive (less often) or negative (comparatively more often). 
The following groups of onyms are subjected to transonymization during the 
production of nicknames: personal names, surnames, names of famous persons, movie 
or cartoon characters, toponyms, zoonyms. Among the factage of appellative-derived 
nicknames, the names of the “nomina personalia” categories are more manifested, 
less – “nomina impersonalia”. Despite the laws of speech economy inherent in 
nicknames, very often an unofficial anthroponym can be formed by a phrase or a 
whole sentence. Such formations are more extensive and informative, because they 
always have several individual characteristics (name, indication of some trait, 
attachment to some event, family affiliation, etc.). 
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1 Introduction 

Ukrainian anthroponymy as an organic basis of the proper 
composition of the vocabulary is outlined by linguistic traditions 
and local features. The three-component official anthroposystem 
is represented by surnames, personal names and patronymics. 
Nicknames perform the main functions of anthroponyms in 
everyday communication, realized in the dialect spoken 
environment and in social micro-communities. A nickname is an 
additional name that is often given to a person in addition to the 
real surname and first name. These personal anthroponyms are 
always motivated. Nicknames with motivation lost at the level of 
the carriers function sporadically. Informal names in speech 
usually perform identification, nominative, differential, 
evaluative functions. They are necessarily connotative units, that 
is, they contain mainly a negative emotional component. 
Nicknames “reflect the cultural, socio-economic and political 
circumstances of the people's life, reveal the aesthetics of the 
people's thinking, the imagery and wit of the people's speech” [7, 
p. 17]. These names represent the original language of the 
people. 

In the colloquialisms, there is evidence of a wide term synonymy 
for unofficial anthroponyms, which, on the one hand, is due to 
the instability of the all-Ukrainian anthroponymic term system, 
and on the other hand, the dialectal uniqueness of the language 
areas. The term прíвисько (prívisko) functions productively, 
especially its phonetic variant прóзвісько (prózvisko). The forms 
вуличне прóзвисько , прíзвиське влицьке (street nickname) are 

used. The use of the terms менюʹха || минюʹха || минюʹша (with 
the meaning 'offensive nickname') is traced. There are word-
forming variants of применюʹха, менюʹх. The term прóзвище is 
observed. In colloquialisms (dialects), the Polonism назвúсько 
(nazvúsko) in the sense of “surname” functions sporadically. 
The terms фамíлія, вúдумка (family, idea) are also used to 
designate unofficial anthroponyms. Jargonisms клúчка || клíчка 
are characteristic of youth communication, word-forming 
modifiers кликýха || клікýха, кликýчка, поганяʹло, as well as 
сільськí клúчки. Specific synonyms have been found in some of 
the researched dialects: прíзва, вúслови, псéвдо, вúзвиська, 
псевдонíми, вúдірки, тутулú. I. Khmil recorded the form of 
гúдиш “a derogatory nickname in the village” (emphasis not 
indicated) in the dialects [11, p. 225].  

Every modern surname is a kind of “preserved” ancient 
unofficial name (surname), which became hereditary and now 
lives only as a nominative sign in language practice. With this in 
mind, we consider it expedient to study the word-forming 
features of unofficial names of persons on the synchronous 
section, because “the functional analysis of nicknames is 
important both for understanding the nicknames themselves and 
for clarifying the nature of other proper names that appeared on 
their basis” [8, p. 214]. 

Yu. K. Redko states: “Nicknames and surnames (with the 
exception of only a small number of the ones based on foreign-
language by origin) are names formed by the people themselves 
according to the laws of national word formation, and their 
creative bases are national appellative lexicon and proper names 
of other classes” [19, p. 7]. Morphological models of individual 
nicknames require detailed scientific consideration. From this 
point of view, there is no doubt that the word-forming status of 
each personal street name should be determined only through the 
involvement of motivational characteristics and connotative 
content as inseparable elements of the derivation act, which 
determines the word-forming uniqueness of these linguistic 
units. In nicknames that have a clear motivational sign, there can 
no longer be word-forming ambiguity or opacity, as in surnames 
where structural reconstruction is used to determine the way of 
word formation. Thus, the unofficial anthroponyms Банячóк, 
Барабáнцьо, Кабáнчик (Banyachók, Barabántsyo, Kabánchyk), 
which attest to the motivational feature of “stout, of short 
stature” and have an expressive diminutive component, appeared 
as lexical-semantic derivatives. This is confirmed by the 
reproduction of their appellative doublets банячóк, барабáнцьо, 
кабáнчик. In homonymic anthroponyms with motivational sign 
(MS) ‘син (онук)’ ('son (grandson)'), family belonging, neutral 
connotation, relevant suffix formants of patronymic 
(propatronymic) -ок, -ц′о, -ик: are highlighted: Банячóк 'son 
(grandson) of Баняк’, Барабáнцьо 'son (grandson) of Барабáн, 
Кабáнчик 'son (grandson) of the Кабан. Undoubtedly, such 
formations are morphological derivatives; together with word-
formative and motivational differentiation, a functional one is 
also revealed in them: in the first case, anthroponyms vividly 
implment a characteristic function, in the second - a function of 
belonging. Only nicknames with lost motivation can have an 
ambiguous word-forming interpretation. The basic motivational 
feature and the functional factor determine the way of word 
formation in other classes of anthroponyms, cf. Мирóн < 
Мирончук, Миронець (Myron < Myronchuk, Myronets) 
(rederivation), Мирóн (Myron) 'son (grandson) of Мирон 
(Myron)' (semanticization).  

It has been established that both in nicknames and in surnames, 
two methods of creation are productive: lexical-semantic and 
morphological (suffixing). Researchers call anthroponyms of the 
first type primary, and the second – secondary. Word-forming 
analysis of nickname units shows that among unofficial names, 
semantics clearly dominates. According to the researchers, “as a 
result of reinterpretation, common names of objects, phenomena 
of nature and social life can acquire the function of epithets, 
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applications, nicknames of people, and later, losing their 
attributive meaning, turn into proper names, surnames of people” 
[20, p. 53]. The statistics of the researched anthroponymic 
register show that 65 % of all nicknames are lexical-semantic 
formations. As G. L. Arkushin notes, “surnames confirm the 
synchronic essence of lexical-semantic word formation as much 
as possible: a significant part of such unofficial names of people 
arise “before the eyes”, “live” and “grow”, becoming the 
creative basis for other derivatives, and some of these names 
may disappear; nicknames are created both from appellatives 
and from onyms” [3, p. 600].  

Almost every nickname demonstrates lexical-semantic creation, 
even those that already have an affixal load, e.g., nicknames of 
pronominal origin such as Гаврульчик, Гантонец, Петіще 
have undergone the stage of transonymization: name → name 
variant → nickname, cf. Гаврило → Гаврильчик ( Gavrilo → 
Gavrilchyk) (name variant) → Гаврúльчик (Gavrúlchik) 
(surname). Appellative nicknames-connotations with qualitative 
affixes, such as Вýсьо, Вухáр, Вусáч (Výsio, Vukhár, Vusách), 
were only onymized, cf. вусач (vusách) (appellative designation 
of a person) → Вусáч (Vusách) (nickname based on an external 
feature). O. V. Antoniuk emphasizes that “the boundary between 
onymous and appellative vocabulary at the level of a nickname 
nomination is extremely shaky, so sometimes it is difficult to 
trace the moment of transformation of an appellative into a 
proper name. At the same time, it is necessary to take into 
account the ability of a word to occupy a certain kind of 
transposition between common and proper names” [1, p. 9]. It 
was observed that along with the transition to the class of onyms, 
the word changes its emotional and evaluative color: it turns 
from neutral to positive (less often) or negative (comparatively 
more often). 

Conducting a derivational analysis of the popular names of 
Ukrainians, we use scientific approaches to the description of the 
lexicon of the surnames suggested by L. O. Kravchenko [13], 
G.D. Panchuk [17], V. D. Poznanskaia [18], P. P. Chuchka [22]. 
We consider the dialectal approach to be important, since the 
nickname as a colloquial unit accumulates in itself all the 
features of local sayings, and the basis of many unofficial 
anthroponyms that appeared in a lexical-semantic way was the 
dialect vocabulary. 

During the last decades, studies of the word formation of 
unofficial anthroponyms have intensified in Ukrainian 
onomastics. In particular, the derivational features of the 
nicknames of Boykivshchyna were studied by D. G. Buchko and 
G. E. Buchko; R. I. Ostash and O. S. Verbovetska covered 
Galicia with their study, G. D. Lishchynska of Pokuttya, M. P. 
Lesyuk – Hutsul region, Transcarpathia was covered by the 
research of P. P. Chuchka, Transnistrian region – 
M. Ya. Nalivaiko, Luhansk region – N. M. Fedotova, Donetsk 
region – O. V. Antonyuk, Nizhny Transnistrian region – 
V. A. Chabanenko, Western Polissia – G. L. Arkushin and 
N. M. Shulska. Researchers also pay attention to word-forming 
types of unofficial anthroponyms (L. I. Lonska) [14], emphasize 
the structural aspect, morphological and non-morphological 
methods of creation, production of derivational types of 
unofficial names (G. L. Arkushyn [4–6], O. S. Verbovetska [23; 
24], O. I. Mykhalchuk [15], V A. Pavlyuk [16], N. M. Shulska 
[21; 22]). However, the lexical-semantic type of word formation 
of popular household names needs detailed consideration, in 
particular, the study of its role in the process of the appearance 
of nicknames in the informal communication of Ukrainians. 

2 Materials and Methods 

The source base of the research was constituted of the own 
records of anthroponymic factage, made in the settlements of 
Western Polissia. The material was collected through written and 
dictaphone recordings directly from respondents of different 
ages, primarily dialect speakers. The work methodology is 
determined by the general goal and set tasks. The method of 
linguistic description and its main techniques are used: inventory 
and systematization of language material in synchrony. Of the 
specific linguistic methods of research, the method of word 

formation analysis is used in the work. With the help of 
quantitative calculations, the composition and performance of 
the derivative models were established. 

The scientific research represents the derivational analysis of 
unofficial anthroponyms of Ukrainians, in particular, the study 
of the lexical-semantic way of creating nicknames. Such word-
forming phenomena in the production of proper names, such as 
transonymization, onymization, double semanticization, 
semanticization of composites, compound forms, word 
combinations, and substantivization are characterized in detail. 
The quantitatively most common lexical-semantic formations are 
differentiated. The lexical-thematic groups (LTGs), which most 
often undergo anthroponymization, are comprehensively 
analyzed. 

3 Results and Discussion 

Transonymization 

People's common names can be formed from already existing 
proper names (25 % of lexical-semantic formations), which 
indicates the unlimited possibilities of unofficial 
anthropomorphization. When nicknames are nominated from 
existing onyms, transonymization is observed in this case. 
Transonymization in unofficial anthroponyms is demonstrated at 
different levels of nomination: 

1. Use of proper personal names. 

The structure of many unofficial anthroponyms can be related to 
full, truncated, truncated-suffixed personal names expressed by 
qualitative attributes (hypocoristics, diminutives, and 
pejoratives). Such formations mainly have a direct nominative 
motif relative to the bearer, and only in some cases it is possible 
to name according to a relative. 

Among the anthroponymized full personal names, rare names or 
the names of some of the ancestors are most often found, cf. 
individual names-surnames: Ібрагíм, Кір’яʹн, Маркó, Мартúн, 
Матвíй, Регíна, Розáріо, Самсóн, Сáра, Ярéма (Ibragím, 
Kiryan, Markó, Martún, Matvíy, Regína, Rozário, Samsón, Sára, 
Yaréma). In this case, nicknames such as Кирúло < Кирилюк, 
Мартúн < Мартинюк, Юхúм < Юхимець, Ярéма < Яремчук 
(Kyrúlo < Kyrylyuk, Martún < Martynyuk, Yukhúm < 
Yuhymets, Yaréma < Yaremchuk), which appeared 
morphologically, are differentiated. Matronymic and 
promatronymic transfer of the finished name is also recorded: 
Василúнка < Василинка (Vasylúnka < Vasylinka) (mother ↔ 
grandmother), as well as identical formations Марýся, Палáзя, 
Прíська, Хартúнка, Явдóшка (Marýsya, Palázya, Príska, 
Hartúnka, Yavdóshka). 

This variety of names also includes family names: Гантонú, 
Калéники, Кирилú, Мартинú, Никодимú, Юхимú, Яремú, etc. 

Qualitatives with the features of hypocoristics, diminutives, and 
augmentatives mainly function among the structures of proper 
nicknames. According to the specific weight of nominal 
formants, the most common are established: - ак-а: Василяʹка, 
Васяʹка, Ганя́ка, Петрáка, Толя́ка; -ан, -ан′: Петрáнь, 
Тарасяʹн; -ик || -ік: Бóрик, Вáсік, Вúтик, Динúсик, Пéтрик, 
Сáвчик, Тарáсик; those that characterize children's 
pronunciation: Дóдик < Володик < Володимир, Зьóзік < Зьозя 
< Сірожа < Сергій, Льóдзік < Льоня < Леонід, Фáфик < 
Сашик < Саша < Олександр; -ій: Ганзíй || Гандзéй, Карпíй, 
Микитєʹй, Тарасєʹй; -к-о: Демкó, Кóлько, Корнúлко, 
Макáрко, Мартúнко, Панáско, Яʹцько; -о, -ц′о: Бóдзьо, 
Васьó, Грúньо, Льóдьо, Мирóньо, Мілáньо;  Ігóрцьо, Мéцьо, 
Нúцьо, Миколáйцьо, Рóмцьо, Сєргєʹйцьо, Слáвцьо, 
Сєргєʹйцьо, Тóльцьо, as well as extended formations Васю́ньо < 
Васюнь і тотожні Владзюʹньо, Гандрýньо, Грицюʹньо, 
Місюʹньо, Петюʹньо, Сахарýньо; -ун || -ун′: Валькýн, 
Василюʹнь, Вітюʹн, Володюʹн, Гаврýнь, Гальтýн, Гандзюʹн, 
Нелькýн, Федорýнь. 
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Other derivatives are observed: Ганáшко, Василéчко, Васéчко, 
Михалéчко, Ванюʹшко, Іванúло, Зинýльо, Маркєʹло, Марчєʹло, 
Валькóсь, Мосьóсь, Павлюʹка, Фідýль, Вíтюх, Василюʹх, etc. 

This group includes family and generic names based on the 
qualitative name of the first bearer: Гантонцí, Кирилкú, 
Кліментú, Лáврики, Митí, Мúци, Пилипкú, Сахаркú, Сачкú, 
Семенкú, Сидралí, Хвилí, etc. 

Among the variants of proper personal names, which form the 
basis of many modern nicknames, there are many truncated 
forms that demonstrate apheresis, apocope, or syncope. 
Truncation of the base of the name often acts as a kind of 
reaction to cumbersome and inconvenient to interpret names, 
and also indicates how the speaker treats a particular bearer of 
the name. “Truncation of names, on the one hand, reveals a new 
phonetic modification of the name, generated by various sound 
changes, the result of which is not just new variants of names, 
but also with a new emotional tone” [12, p. 55]. Among the 
distinguished derivatives, apheresis is evidenced in nicknames 
that reflect mostly the children's pronunciation of their name: 
Кóла < Микола, Лáдик < Владик, Лóдька < Володька, Сак < 
Ісаак, Силь < Василь, Шик < Сашик, Шýньо < Сашуньо 
(Kóla < Mykola, Ládyk < Vladyk, Lódka < Volodka, Sak < 
Isaak, Sil < Vasyl, Shyk < Sashyk, Shýnyo < Sashunyo). 
Apheresis with a suffix was detected: Гнáтчик < Ігнат, Дáнця < 
Богдана, Дáньчик < Богдан, Дарýша < Одарка, Натóльо < 
Анатолій (Hnátchyk < Ignat, Dántsia < Bohdana, Dánchyk < 
Bohdan, Darýsha < Odarka, Natólyo < Anatoly). Some 
anthroponyms show apocope: Вóло < Володимир, Грúгор < 
Григорій і синкопу: Вóдя < Володя, Гáла < Галина, Мúхлик < 
Михайлик, Сєрж < Сірожа < Сергій (Vólo < Volodymyr, 
Grúhor < Hryhoriy and syncopation: Vódya < Volodya, Gála < 
Galina, Mühlyk < Mykhailik, Serzh < Sirozha < Serhiy). 

It was observed that individual structures and their variants, 
which make up the creative base of many street names (so-called 
імена-прізвиська (names-nicknames)), mostly continue to retain 
their original qualitative component after their transition to 
another anthroponymic class. Marking is more expressive when 
an additional motivational sign (MS) is expressed, e.g., in the 
diminutives Петрýсь, Сахáрко, Тóльцьо “bearers of short 
stature”; in the pejoratives of Василя́ча, Петíще “stout, stocky”. 
We believe that MS does not always determine the connotation 
of the affix, because, taking into account the unusual nature of 
nicknames, there are antithetical nicknames, occasional 
formations, etc. Some of the demonstrated units have lost their 
original semantic load and among nicknames function mainly 
with an identification purpose. This is characteristic of the 
diminutive names of older speakers: while in childhood a 
distinctive nickname such as Михáлко, Кóльцьо, Слáвцьо still 
indicated a diminutive and caressing tone, over time it noticeably 
lost its expressive component.  

2. Use of surnames. Often in family and generic names, the last 
name is semanticized, performing the function of unofficial 
anthroponyms, cf. Гуменюкú, Курнíйчики, Морозú, Новосáди, 
Панасюкú, Пóпики, Тарасюкú. 

3. Use of the names or surnames of famous persons, film and 
cartoon characters: Бен Лáден , Брéжнєв, Будулáй, Децл, 
Гíтлєр, Горбачóв, Кличкó, Кармелíта, Мася́на, Пушкарьóва, 
Ю́щенко (Bin Laden, Brezhnev, Budulai, Decl, Hitler, 
Gorbachev, Klitschko, Karmelita, Masyan, Pushkaryova, 
Yushchenko). 

4. Use of toponyms. Based on the motives, such street names 
mostly characterize territorial belonging (although not native), 
more rarely show metaphors: Ґавáна (Havana) “has a dark skin 
color”, Чечня́ (Chechnya) is “very angry”. Other nicknames are 
observed: Амéрика, Китáй, Лóндон, Япóнія, Канáда, Кутаї́сі, 
Украї́на (America, China, London, Japan, Canada, Kutaisi, 
Ukraine). Local toponyms are used in the structure of 
nicknames: Манє́вічи, Цýмань (Manevichy, Tsyman). 

5. Use of zoonyms. Surnames of this type are recorded 
sporadically: Жýчко, Жýчка ‘black-haired girl’, Рекс (Rex) 
‘liked to talk about dogs’, Мýрчик  ‘from the cat's nickname’. 

The analysis of the register of nicknames showed that the 
number of unofficial anthroponyms which appeared through 
transonymization is much smaller than that of appellative 
derivatives. 

Onymization 

Surnames formed from other onyms make up a significant share 
of recorded anthroponymic factage (40 % of lexical-semantic 
derivatives). 

In the composition of appellative-based nicknames, the names of 
the “nomina personalia” categories are more manifested, less – 
“nomina impersonalia”. The lexical and word-forming content of 
each of these groups is considered in detail. 

I. Street names of the category “nomina personalia” appeared on 
the basis of those common names that directly reveal some MS 
already at the appellative level, that is, they act as vivid 
definitions of a person by physical, mental, territorial, 
professional features, etc. Only direct (immediate) motivation 
can be traced in such nicknames. Determining the lexical-
semantic and appellative creation of an unofficial anthroponym, 
its original appellative origin, observed in the literary language 
or dialects, otherwise known as “situational” or analogical 
appellatives, is established. 

The analysis of the lexical factorization of the Western Polissia 
unofficial names showed the following groups of lexemes-
manifestants: 

1. Names-characteristics of a person's appearance 

This group is significantly dominated by adjectives 
characterizing people by their physical features. 

Quantitatively, there are extremely many nicknames-adjectives, 
because the main function of unofficial anthroponyms is the 
characteristic of the denotation in a certain communicative 
society, and adjectives most fully perform a characteristic 
function in nicknames. The most common folk personal names 
that appeared on their basis are given. 

Body features: Велúкий || Велúка, Грýбий || Грýба, Дóвгий || 
Дóвга, Дрíбний || Дрíбна, Малúй || Малá, Тóвстий || Тóвста 
(Large || Large, Stocky || Stocky, Long || Long, Small || Small, 
Little || Little, Thick || Thick) 

Features of body parts: Бородáтий, Вухáтий || Вухáта, 
Гарахáтий || Гарахáта, Горбáтий || Горбáта, Головáтий || 
Головáта, Губáтий || Губáта, Зубáтий || Зубáта, Кривúй || 
Кривá, Носáтий || Носáта, Патлáтий || Патлáта, Чубáтий 
|| Чубáта (Bearded, Eared || Eared, Curly || Curly, 
Humpbacked || Humpback, Big-headed || Big-headed, Lipped || 
Lipped, Toothy || Toothy, Crooked || Crooked, Nosed || Nosed, 
Shaggy || Shaggy, Forelock || Forelock). 

Pigmentation: Бíлий || Бíла, Вишнéвий, Жóвтий || Жовта, 
Рúжий || Рúжа, Червóний, Сúній, Сúвий || Сúва (White || 
White, Cherry, Yellow || Yellow, Ginger || Ginger, Red, Blue, || 
Gray-haired).  

This group includes compound adjectives Гологолóвий, 
Грубоногá, Кривомóрдий, Кривов’яʹзий, Курнóсий, 
Однокрúлий, Твердолóбий, Чорнорóта (Bald-headed, Rough-
legged, Crooked-nosed, Crooked, Snub, One-winged, Hard-
headed, Black-mouthed). Specifically, derivatives with the first 
component довгий- (long-) are dominant among Western 
Polissia nicknames: довгий-: Довголáпа, Довгонóгий, 
Довгонóсий, Довгорýкий, Довготéлесий, Довгошúїй (Long-
pawed, Long-legged, Long-nosed, Long-armed, Long-bodied, 
Long-necked). 
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Among the assets of the observed formations of this group, 
formations were identified in which connotative suffixes were 
allocated at the appellate level. 

The specificity of the use of negations among nicknames-
characteristics determined the nature of the corresponding 
lexemes, which are dominated by the meaning “carrier of a 
negative sign”. The following nicknames and, accordingly, 
identical situational appellatives are recorded: -ай: Вусáй, 
Вухáй, Головáй, Губáй, Довгáй, Зубáй, Носáй, cf. identical 
appellatives; -ак, -ак-а: desubstantives Кульбáк, Курцáк, cf. 
appellatives силáк, дивáк [6, p. 45], deadjectives Синя́к, 
Слипáк, Цибáк, cf. appellatives лівáк, слипáк, бося́к [6, p. 284], 
Кривундя́ка, Рудáка; -ан, -ан′: unsubstantiatives Вусáнь, 
Горбáнь, Губáнь, Дзьобáн, Зубáнь, Носáнь; unadjectives 
Глухмáнь, Довгáн || Довгáнь, identical appealatives were found, 
cf. брюхáн, великáн, довгáн, чолáн [9, p. 30]; -ар: 
unsubstantiatives: Вушáр, Гýбар, Дýбар, Чубáр, deadjectives 
Синяʹр, Червоня́р, appellatives глухáр, сухáр [6, p. 288]; -ас′: 
Горбáсь, Довгáсь, cf. appellations молодáс, грубáс [6, p. 288]; 
-ач: unsubstantiatives Вусáч, Вухáч, Головáч, Горбáч, Ґéмбач, 
Носáч, Патлáч, unadjectives Білáч, Рижáч with identical 
appellatives; -ец′: Вýхець, Гýбець, Нóсець, cf. appellatives with 
another sign, швагрéць, бахурéць [6, p. 92]; -ик || -ік: Бíлик, 
Вýшик, Кýцик, Рýдик, Хýдік, cf. appellatives with some sign 
дрáнтик, рóдик [6, p. 100], on the other hand, such names can 
be composite formations from Slavic autochthonous names; -ій: 
Бородíй, Вухíй, Головíй, Горбíй, Грудíй, identical appellatives 
лобíй, носíй, вухíй, губíй, бородíй are observed [6, p. 143]; -к-о: 
unsubstantiatives Кривýлько, Нóсько; -ул′: Вухáль, Довгáль, 
Носáль, Нохáль, cf. appellatives бородáль, горбáль [6, p. 48]; -
ун: desubstantives Горбýн, Лівшýн, Пузýн, cf. appellatives 
карачýн, красýн, лівшýн [6, p. 213], deadjectives: Бридýн, 
Гладýн, Довгýн, Смалюʹн, cf. appellatives кривýн, гладýн, 
товстýн [6, p. 317]; -ус′

In this group, there are personal names, which at the appellative 
level are formed by the word-forming pair “без + флексія” with 
an indication of the absence of something, cf. Безборóдий, 
Безвýший, Безгýбий, Бизнóгий, Безрýкий (Beardless, Earless, 
Lipless, Legless, Armless). Unsubstantive derivatives 
characterizing a person's appearance are also observed: 
Безвýшко, Безголóвець, Безнóсько. Anthroponyms with the 
prefix без- performed the function of names among the ancient 
Slavs, cf.: Безнос, Безрад, Безсон [8, p. 12].  

: Ґéмбусь, cf. dialect ґéмба ‘губа’, 
Кривýсь, cf. appellatives нéрвус, мáлькус ‘лівша’ [6, p. 351].  

2. Nomens that reproduce the inner world of a person: Балабóн, 
Бандíт, Врéдний, Добрóдій, Дóбричко, Духóвний, Жáдний, 
Зля́каний, Круць, Лигýха, Мýдра, Мудраґéля, Мудрачúна, 
Причéпа, Скупúй, Розумáха, Тихýн, Тіхóня, Хíтрий. 

3. Names-pointers indicating the type of occupation or 
procedural action of the bearer 

Nomens, denoting the names of professions or occupations, 
clearly manifest the process of onymization, they are very old in 
the anthroponymic system. It is proven that agentives have 
different productivity (and, accordingly, the degree of 
onymization) in the folk anthroponymy of Western Polissia. By 
occupation and profession, the following titles are common: 
Агронóм, Акадéмік, Бóндар, Бóцман, Бригадúр, Гінерáл, 
Габрáль, Ковáль, Кравéць, Кýхар, Мéльник, Ліснúк, Моря́к, 
Рибáк, Пáсічник, Пастýх, Пожáрнік, Поштáрка, Свинáрка, 
Ткач, Чабáн (Agrnomist, Academician, Cooper, Brigadier, 
General, Blacksmith, Tailor, Cook, Miller, Forester, Sailor, 
Fisherman, Beekeeper, Shepherd, Fireman, Postman, 
Swineherd, Weaver, Cheban). 

There are names which function according to some procedural 
human action: -ал-о: Бýбняло, Мéкало, Рúкало, Рубáло, 
Пíкало, Щóкало, cf. identical appellatives пóвзало, тýпцяло, 
дрúпало, шмóргало [6, p. 351]; -ан: Брикáн, Мовчáн, Шовгáн, 
пор. інші апелятиви штовхáн, стусáн, шльопáн [6, p. 353]; -
ач: Блукáч, Бобóмкач, Вéкач, Клéндач, Мéкач, Плéскач, [6, 
p. 364]; -ій: Сопíй, Трубíй, cf. appellatives крутíй, палíй [6, 
p. 388–389]; -ц′о

A significant number of verbatives testifies to the formant 

: Крикýнцьо, Лóвцьо, Шлáбцьо, formed 

similarly to personal nouns such as хрищóнцьо, кýмцьо [6, 
p. 230]. 

-ун

This includes formations that appear mainly as null suffixes 
among appellatives: Баляʹка, Бéба, Галáка, Дзяʹма, Лáма, 
Льóпа, Ляʹса, Рúда, Пíка, Причéпа. 

, 
which indicates its distribution in the names of this type: 
Ґілитýн, Облазýн, Ревýн, Свистýн, Сисýн, Смію́н, Сопýн, 
Стригýн, Шептýн, Шморгýн, cf. similar appellatives with a 
hint of contempt лигýн, хропýн, мазýн [6, p. 417]. 

4. Nominations according to the specifics of speech: Базíкало, 
Балáкін, Бубнáч, Заї́ка, Тарáхтанка, Трандачúха, Триндýля, 
Лепетýня, Ля́павка, Сьóкало, Хамрýшник, Пíка, Шепеля́йло, 
Щебетýха, Язикýля. In many manifested names at the 
appellative level, the productive formant -ун

5. Names expressing national or territorial characteristics: 
Америкáнець, Білорýска, Грузúн, Нíмець, Поля́к, Рýский, 
Япóнець, Гуцýл (American, Belarusian, Georgian, German, 
Pole, Russian, Japanese, Hutsyl). Catonymic-based names such 
as Берестя́нець || Берестя́нка, Вúжовець || Вúжовка, 
Городищáнець || Городищáнка, Гýтенець || Гýтенка, 
Журавéць || Журавля́нка are included in this variety. 

 is present: 
Булькотýн, Булькýн, Бурчýн, Верзýн, Говорýн, Лепетýн, 
Пискотýн.  

Names such as Городищáк, Курпиля́к, Чорнижáк 
(Horodyshák, Kurpylyak, Chornyzhák) are found in the West 
Polissia unofficial names; cf. appellatives гуцуля́к, сибирáк [6, 
p. 45]; мараморощáк, подоля́к, порічня́к [9, p. 29]; 
Варшав’яʹка, Гуцуляʹка; Городищýк, Смидюʹк, Ситнюʹк, 
Сваловчýк; Поляʹка, Циганяʹка; Гутéня, Камéня, Рудéня; 
Жидýньо, Херсóньо. Such units at the appellate level had a 
quality that was lost when they moved to the class of street 
anthroponyms.  

6. Names according to family relationships. 

Often, nomens related to family relationships are represented in 
the nicknames by appellative synonymous series that have 
undergone anthroponymization, cf. Бáтько – Тáто – Пáпа, 
Мáти – Мáма, Дóчка – Дóнька (Father – Dad, Mother – Mom, 
Daughter). In addition, at the appellative level, these derivatives 
are suffixally filled, cf. Бáба → Бабýля, Бáбек, Бáбча, Бабýн, 
Бáбцьо, etc. 

Some semanticized names based on family affiliation are 
implemented one-sidedly: Вдовá, Дитúна, Дід, Син, Сестрá, 
Дя́дько, Тíтка, Онýк, Онýчка, Кум, Кумá, Приймáк, Тéща, 
Сват, Рóдич, Сирóта (Widow, Child, Grandfather, Son, Sister, 
Uncle, Aunt, Grandson, Granddaughter, Godfather, Godmother, 
Adoptive, Mother-in-law, Matchmaker, Relative, Orphan). 

II. Informal personal names of the category “nomina 
impersonalia” are no less common in the colloquial and 
everyday practice of the Polissia inhabitants than the previous 
variety. Street names related to a person's environment are 
productively semanticized in nicknames, as well as lexemes of 
the “nomina personalia” category. Such names constitute a 
special mental-regional phenomenon, reveal historical and 
cultural informativeness, ethnographic potential. To outline the 
expressive language picture of the observed lexemes in 
nicknames, the following lexical-thematic groups (LTGs) were 
selected: 

1. LTG “Faunonomens and floronomens”. This LTG is clearly 
implemented mainly in street names based on the appearance of 
the bearers, cf.: ‘tall’: Жирáфа, Лозá, Топóля (Giraffe, Vine, 
Poplar); “strong build”: Бегемóт, Брóлер, Бугáй (Hippo, 
Broiler, Bull) < bugái “uncastrated breeding bull” [3, I, p. 35], 
Ведмíдь (Bear); ‘according to the specifics of body parts’: 
Бакýн < бакýн ‘тютюн’ (‘tobacco’) [3, I, p. 8], Барáн, 
Блощúчка, Гарбýз, Гúчка < гúчка  ‘beetroot leaves’ [3, I, 
p. 89], Гусь, Гладіóлус, Зáєць, Кіт, Кóблик < кóблик  (Goose, 
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Gladiolus, Hare, Cat, Kóblyk < kóblyk) ‘small river fish; 
gudgeon’ [3, I, p. 231], Кунúця, Шýндик < шýндик’  ‘cabbage 
that has not formed into a head’ [3, II, p. 278]; ‘by 
pigmentation’: Баклажáн, Каштáн, Палúмуда < палúмуда  
(Eggplant, Chestnut, Palúmuda < palúmuda) ‘red biting ant’ [3, 
II, p. 23], Цьопáк < ц'опáк ‘chicken’ [3, II, p. 241]. 

The analysis carried out shows a wide range of faunonomens use 
as nicknames, because the names of animals are especially 
popular in the nickname creative base and quickly undergo 
onymization. The specificity of these anthroponyms is that they 
are always polysemantic. Of course, in nicknames formed by 
anthroponymization of fauna, the external characteristics of a 
person prevail, but other components of the moral and ethical 
plan are also observed, cf.: Зáєць (Hare) “fearful”, Карáсь 
(Crucian carp) “likes to fish”, Кіт (Cat) “lazy, likes to sleep”, 
Мýха (Fly) “annoying”, etc. 

2. LTG “Names of the realities of household life” 

There is a lot of ethnographic material in the lexical layer of 
street nicknames, which not only demonstrates a cultural 
regional phenomenon, but also indicates the lexical content of 
anthroponymic units. 

In the analyzed LTG, the names Бáнка, Баня́к < бан'áк ‘cast 
iron pot of any capacity’ are singled out [3, I, p. 10]; Бóчка, 
Бýйка < бýйка ‘vessel for churning butter’ [3, I, p. 35]; 
Бутéлька < бутéл'ка ‘bottle’ [3, I, p. 40]; Бýтель < бýтел' ‘a 
glass vessel with a high neck, with a capacity of 2-5 liters’ [3, I, 
p. 40], Вíник, Глек, Кошéлики < кушéлик ‘basket woven from 
vine’ [3, I, p. 268], Кутáч < кутáч ‘poker’ [10, II, p. 333], 
Мантáчка < мантачка || ментáчка ‘wooden spatula for 
sharpening a scythe’ [3, I, c. 304], Сагáн < сагáн ‘big skull pot’ 
[3, II, p. 132], Сарафáн, Свúта, Спúця, Табакíрка [11, p. 219], 
Товкáч [11, p. 219] < товкач ‘a wooden device for pounding 
potatoes cooked for pigs’ [3, II, p. 202], Халáт [11, p. 219], 
Чáра < чáра ‘big glass’ [10, IV, p. 344], Чéпик < чéпик ‘cap’ 
[10, IV, p. 451]. 

It was observed that the onymized name of any lexical category 
(nominations of dishes, household items, clothes, etc.) in 
nicknames is expressed by a characteristic function. After all, the 
main purpose of the already onymized appellative (nickname) is 
to characterize the denotation in a certain communicative 
community. 

3. LTG “Names of dishes and food products” 

Specific nomens for the names of dishes and food products, 
reflected in unofficial names: Борщ, Кефíр, Капусняк, Мáсло, 
Налє́снік, Рогáлик , Сáло (Borscht, Kefir, Cabbage soup, 
Butter, Pancake, Bagel, Salo). 

Dialecticisms are observed: Бéциха, Бéцько, possibly derived 
from бец ‘potato pancake’ [3, I, p. 16], Бульбáник < бул′бáник 
‘potato pancake’ [3, I, p. 36], Йуц < йуц ‘pig's stomach, which is 
used to make saltison’ [3, I, p. 284], Клю́цко < кл'ýцк’і 
‘dumplings’ [3, I, p. 228], Маглáй < маглáй ‘milk dish made 
from dough and apples or cherries’ [3, I, p. 300], Мазýрка < 
мазýрка ‘a twisted shape bun baked for Easter’[3, I, p. 301]), 
Палíнка < dialect. пал′íнка ‘loaf’ [3, II, p. 23], Пля́цок < 
dialect. пл'áцок 1. ‘cake made of unleavened dough’. 2. ‘potato 
pancake’ [3, II, p. 434], Тукмáч < тукмач’í ‘boiled and mashed 
potatoes as a dish’ [3, II, p. 212]. 

4. LTG “Anatomical names” 

Against the background of other groups, this LTG is represented 
relatively weakly, in its composition there are few nicknames: 
Більмó, Вýса, Губá, Зуб, Рóдімка, Спинá (Eyesore, Mustache, 
Lip, Tooth, Mole, Back). 

5. LTG “Abstract titles” 

Usually, specific appellatives of different semantic groups 
undergo anthroponymization. Nicknames rarely contain abstract 
nomens that are incomprehensible in themselves without an 

established characteristic-motivation relative to a specific bearer. 
Such nicknames are original, cf.: Бýря (Storm) ‘has lush hair’, 
Висотá (Height) ‘for height’, Лúхо (Trouble) ‘who always has 
trouble’, Мáса ‘has big weight’, Смак (Taste) ‘tastes 
everything’, Сóвість (Conscience) ‘for character traits’, Тумáн 
(Fog) ‘with gray hair’, Тя́га (Thrust) ‘restless’. 

The lexical-semantic method also includes appellative 
composites, suffix-complex and syllabic forms, word 
combinations, as well as a kind of spliced constructions, since 
such nicknames have undergone significant semanticization. 

Double semantization 

A unique phenomenon is observed in nicknames - double 
semanticization, when the motivational sign and the original 
name (nickname) are in the identical lexical-semantic 
relationships. Such semanticization is revealed in the names 
formed from other anthroponyms: surnames: Бев < Козел 
(Kozel), Ква-Квá < Качинська (Kachynska), Лáпа < Нога 
(Noga), Пряʹник < Овсянников (Ovsyannikov), Прáчик < 
Жаб’юк (Zabyuk), Прєзідєʹнт < Кравчук (Kravchuk), Птíца < 
Ворона (Vorona), Собáка < Бобик (Bobyk), Шакáл < 
Соколець (Sokolets); nicknames: Бéта < Альфа (Alpha), Бжик 
< Пчола (Bee), Бик < Корова (Cow). 

This phenomenon is also evidenced in nicknames for indicating 
professions: Бер, Електрóд, Фáза ‘electrician’, Бик 
‘veterinarian’, Джóуль ‘physics teacher’, Пáлуба ‘sailor’, Цвях 
‘carpenter’. Interference synonymy was observed: Джон (John) 
< Ivan. 

Semanticization of composites and compound forms 

Surnames with composite appellative bases are interesting not 
only from a structural point of view, but also from a semantic 
point of view: they have a distinct metaphorical, figurative 
nature. The stem component in such derivatives is rarely used in 
the preposition (Женьоцарéвич), but more often – in the 
postposition (Криворóт, Яйцеголóвий). 

Forms with a joint connection are formed mainly by nominative 
derivatives: Баберáйке < баба Райка (peasant woman Rayka), 
Женьоцарéвич < Женя Царевич (Zhenya Prince), as well as 
appellatives: Вушлáп, Жабосвíн, Свічколáп, Сорокопýд. 

The subjunctive connection in the nicknames of this word-
forming type is represented by the following combinations: 
 
 “adjective + noun”, which most often serves to describe the 

appearance of the carrier: Біливýс, Грубоногá, Жовтозýб, 
Капінóс, Кривомóрд (White mustache, Big foot, Yellow 
tooth, Hunchbacked nose, Crooked muzzle); 

 “noun + truncated verb form”, which indicates the 
occupation of denotation: Бармаглóт, Вовкодáв, 
Громобóй, Губошльóп, Жабоїд, Жаболóв, Козопáс, 
Ликодрáй. According to researchers, such derivatives are 
of very ancient origin [6, p. 577]; 

 “adverb + verbal noun”: Довгострóй, Скорохóд (Long-
term construction, Outrunner). 

The statement that there are no fewer suffix-complex formations 
in Western Polissia dialects than ordinary composites [6, p. 579], 
justifies the use of nicknames. 

Such derivatives, on the one hand, are close to situational 
appellatives, on the other hand, they are occasional regarding 
nickname: Богомóльчик, Бронетáнкович, Великóдник, 
Грубійнóсець, Золотоволóска, Криворóтов, Лошкомóйник, 
Малоалфавíтний, Мишолáпова, Мухолóвка, Скороспєʹлка, 
Чорнобрóвка. Basically, all analyzed names are inherent in the 
external characteristics of people, and only some of them testify 
to the specificity of the type of occupation of the bearer 
(Богомóльчик, Лошкомóйник, Мухобóйчик).  

Compound names can convey richer semantics than simple 
names [6, p. 574]. This feature is traced in the material of 
unofficial names, where many nicknames are formed by 
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combining tokens. Such constructions are especially colorful and 
interesting, they resemble a “game with words”, where an 
incomprehensible combination of words, different parts of 
speech – verbs, adverbs, exclamations, etc. – are often used. 
G. L. Arkushyn notes that word formation in Western Polissia 
dialects is unproductive [6, p. 574]. In nicknames, on the 
contrary, compound names are very common. 

Two equal substantives (Тáто-Мáма, Чай-Кóфе (Dad-Mom. 
Tea-coffee), etc.) can be formed into a nickname by way of word 
formation. 

We note that word formation in folk anthroponyms is traced on 
various images of the nomination: 
 
 Name-based formations (in this respect, the stem component 

Вася- dominates): Вáся-Гáля, Вíтя-Вáся, Тáся-Вáся, 
Люʹбка-Ляʹля. Often, such derivatives also have an 
additional indication that motivates the choice of the second 
component: Волóдик-Молоковóз, Гáля-Прúшка, Мíтя-
Кінь, Пéтя-Гýга. Sometimes, the naming motif is 
determined by both components of the nickname: Сáня-
Вáня < Олександр Івченко; 

 Rhyming word formation: Вітáлій-Капітáлій, Івáн-
Барабáн, Мáша-Рáша, Оʹля-Пасóля; 

 In terms of speech (repetition of words), rhymed 
constructions prevail: Вúше-Нúше, Гоп-Стоп, Злáта-
Пузáта, Сєʹчка-Грéчка, Сьóє-Тóє, Халáм-Балáм, Цяʹсі-
Ляʹсі, Шúри-Бúри. 

Such nicknames include many synonyms, cf.: Варúла-Пеклá, 
Гýси-Лéбіді, Дзень-Бом, Тáто-Мáма, Чай-Кóфе, Чíкі-Бáки. 

In Western Polissia appellatives, among the names of persons, 
the names of grandfather and grandmother predominate in word 
formation [6, p. 574]. This trend is also traced in the nicknames: 
Бáба-Гром, Бáба-Жáба, Дід-Мед, Дєд-Драндулєт, Дід-
Пердíд. Both in common names and anthroponyms, the 
observed components appear mostly with a negative 
connotation. 

Semanticization of phrases 

Despite the laws of speech parsimony inherent in nicknames, 
very often an unofficial anthroponym can be formed by a phrase 
or a whole sentence. Such formations are more extensive and 
informative, because they always have several individual 
characteristics (name, indication of some trait, attachment to 
some event, family affiliation, etc.). 

Surnames-word combinations mainly express semantic unity, 
although some components can exist independently, that is, there 
are so-called “structural” synonyms (where there is no family 
anthroponymic omonymics), for example: Тóлік Курнóсий  
(Tolik Snub-nosed) and Курнóсий (Snub-nosed), Тóлік Твéрдий 
(Hard Tolik) and Твéрдий (Hard). But the former have a more 
specific feature than their anthroponyms-doublets. 

The following groups of subjunctive phrases have been revealed: 

Phrases connected by a conjunction of agreement. Phrases of this 
type are formed mainly by a common or proper name and an 
appellative meaning, which can stand both in the preposition 
(Кривéнька Кáчичка, Козáцький Син (Crooked Duck, Cossack 
Son)) and in the postposition (Лев Головáтий , Лєʹна Чóрна 
(Lev Golovátyy, Le'na Chórna)). Minigroups of this variety of 
nicknames are distinguished: 

1) Formation according to the “designation + anthroponym 
(proper personal name)” model: Малéнький Кóля , Рúжий 
Вáнька, Спокíйний Волóдя , Касóй Тóлька , Сухúй Давúд , 
Чóрна Кáтя , Чóрний Івáн , Шчербáтий Йóсьо  (Little Kolya, 
Red Vanka, Calm Volodya, Oblique Tolka, Dry David, Black 
Katya, Black Ivan, Gapped Yosyo). It was observed that the 
appellative designation in the manifested personal names 
performs the main characteristic load, as it clearly emphasizes 
some feature of the external or internal state of the bearer, while 

the anthroponymic component appears in a neutral position, 
which is due to the presentation of the name in its official or 
colloquial version, and not in some caressing or rude forms. The 
proposed nicknames-phrases with an indication of one's own 
personal name have the highest degree of identification among 
all unofficial anthroponyms formed by a phrase. 

2) Formation according to the “designation + appellative-noun” 
model: Алюмíнювий Зуб, Бáба Базáрна , Бурхлúвий Урагáн , 
Дóбра Пампýшечка, Залíзна Бáба, Нáше Рáдіо, Переляʹканий 
Льóтчик, Слипé Оʹчко , Соколєʹ Оʹко, Рвáне Вýхо  (Aluminum 
Tooth, Bazaar woman, Stormy Hurricane, Good Pampushka, 
Iron Woman, Our Radio, Frightened Pilot, Blind Eye, Hawkeye, 
Torn Ear). Such derivatives reveal a metaphorical content, they 
are more “characteristically closed” than the previous type of 
nicknames. Among the anthroponyms of a family nature, 
formations with differential age meanings-epithets малий, 
старий (little, old) are recorded, cf.: Бéцик Старúй  і Бéцик 
Малúй, Зáєць Малúй  і Зáєць Старúй , Матняʹ Старúй і 
Матняʹ Малúй; 

Phrases connected by a control link (found less often). 
Formations of this type are represented by prepositional 
constructions and can be expanded to three- or four-component: 
Бóчка з Дýстом , Бýлка з Молокóм , Гáндзя в Бíлих Кéдах , 
Королєʹва Дискотєʹкі, Рáя з Дубóчків , Слáва Украї́ні, Слугá 
Нарóду. 

Phrases connected by the conjunction of adjacency (found 
sporadically): Скажú Так, Так Сказáть (Say Yes, So to Say).  

It has been established that among the nicknames-word 
combinations, the most used ones are appellatives баба and дід 
(grandmother and grandfather), which is due to the semantic 
ramifications of these nomens. 

Appositive-type anthroponymic formations are also recorded: 
Катерúна Капирéс , Косáр Мúшка, Марíйка Закідýшка , 
Семéн Тарадáйка . Often among the word combinations in 
nicknames, there are nomens that have acquired semantic and 
grammatical unity already at the appellative level: Бáба 
Базáрна, Кúсле Молокó, Пан Кóцький, Пáпа Кáрло, Язикáта 
Хвéся (Bazaar woman, Sour milk, Pan Kotsky, Papa Carlo, 
Tongued Khvesya).  

Sporadically, nickname models can develop into multiple-words 
ones, resembling sentence constructions: Влáсне Кáжучи 
Мáбуть Так, Несé Гáля Вóду , Сто П’ятдеся́т і Двá Яйця ʹ, 
Тьóтя Дýня Як Часú , Чи То Фáйба Чи Чойнийó  (As a matter 
of fact, probably yes, Galya carries water, One hundred and fifty 
eggs, Aunt Dunya is like a clock, Either paint or ink) often 
repeated: “Чи то фарба, чи чорнило” (“Is it paint or ink”). 
Among informal anthroponymic formulas, there are incomplete 
sentences: Прошý Грáйте (I’m asking you, play). 

Substantiation in nicknames 

Substantiation of adjectives 

Surnames - substantive adjectives are extremely common among 
West Polissia unofficial anthroponyms. After all, every adjective 
in a certain informal situation can become a nickname. Examples 
of unofficial personal names that appeared on the basis of 
substantive adjectives have already been discussed above (see 
names of the category nomina personalia). 

Substantiation of numerals 

As G. L. Arkushyn notes, “in Western Polissia dialect 
colloquialisms, the so-called ordinal or, as they are also called, 
adjectival numerals are most easily transferred to the noun class” 
[6, p. 593]. The same is observed in nicknames with creative 
bases-ordinal numerals: Пєʹрви ‘перший син у сім’ї’ (‘the first 
son in the family’), Тринáдцятий ‘став тринадцятим 
агрономом у колгоспі’ (‘became the thirteenth agronomist in 
the collective farm’). 
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Sometimes, complex and compound numeral forms are used as 
nicknames: Двíсті Двáдцять  ‘висока’, Двíсті Двáдцять 
Вóльт ‘має кучеряве волосся’, Трúдцять Двá ‘коли сміється, 
то видно всі зуби’ (Two hundred twenty ‘tall’, Two hundred 
and twenty volts ‘has curly hair’, Thirty two ‘when laughs, all his 
teeth are visible’). 

Quantitative numerals can be combined with a noun in a 
preposition: Сто Грáм ‘просив налити сто грамів’, Трú 
Копíйки ‘у дитинстві просив три копійки’, Трú Ножí ‘як 
бився, то хапався за ножі’; or in the postposition: Брильяʹнт 
Двá, Брильяʹнт Одúн, Руб Двáдцять , Руб Сóрок  (One 
hundred grams ‘asked to pour a hundred grams’, Three kopecks 
‘in childhood, he asked for three kopecks’, Three knives ‘when 
he fought, he grabbed knives’; or in the postposition: Diamond 
two, Diamond one, Ruble twenty, Ruble forty. 

Substantiation of pronouns 

In the active form of street anthroponyms, possessive pronouns 
that preserve the peculiarities of local dialect speech are most 
often substantivized: Муяʹ, Нáша, Вáше, less often – other 
varieties: Всьо, Вун. The pronoun Вітé is borrowed from 
another dialect area. Sometimes, pronominal forms are used as 
part of phrases Наш Вáня, Нáше Рáдіо, Нáши Тáто.  

The use of pronouns in the role of nicknames is mostly observed 
among those names that indicate the repetition of a word by the 
speaker. 

Substantiation of verbs 

Substantivized verbs occur only in nicknames that express the 
specifics of the speakers' speech, in particular, the repetition of 
verbs. Different tenses and personal verbs can be used in 
informal names, although the first person and the present tense 
predominate, cf. Бáчте, Вірвý, Вúбачте, Клянýся, Не 
Розумíю. 

Transformed adjectives are the most common among verb 
forms. Most often, these are names based on external or internal 
features, speech, cf. Вкóпаний, Пéчений, Порвáтий, 
Припáяний, Спýтаний (Digged, Baked, Torn, Soldered, 
Tangled). 

Substantiation of adverbs 

The transition of adverbs into nicknames is evidenced only 
among a group of informal names according to the speaker's 
speech (the same feature as when substantivizing verbs), where 
the influence of local dialects is noticeable: Вóпшем, Вчерá, 
Корóчє, Пустé. 

Substantiation of service words 

The use of service parts of speech in nicknames is found only 
when the informal name reflects a person's repetition of a word. 
Among official words in anthroponymy, exclamations dominate: 
Альó, Га, Бебé, Гоп, Кіс, Ку, Кус, Ой. 

Participles due to the peculiarities of speech are sporadically 
found in nicknames: Асáме, Бодáй, Вот; conjunctions: Кєп, 
Алє. All these formations demonstrate the speech specificity of 
the studied region. It was observed that the analyzed 
substantivized nickname formations have an expressive load 
only at the semantic level - when establishing the motive of the 
name. As we can see, the anthroponymization of onyms 
(transonymization) and appellatives in nicknames are equally 
representative, although the appellative anthroponymization is 
much more productive and is manifested by nominations of 
various thematic groups. We consider splicing constructions to 
be specifically semantic, which, on the one hand, seem to be 
close to common names, on the other hand, they can be qualified 
as occasional nickname derivatives. Such names are productive 
among nicknames characterizing the speech characteristics of 
people (often repeated words by the speaker, speech defects, 
children's pronunciation).  

In many settlements of Western Polissia, the fusion of the type 
“га (exclamation) + personal name (name variant)” is seen: 
Гавáся, Гадóдик, Гамúтя. Other formations are also observed: 
Аапéтя, Вавáня, Вавáся, Вайвáся, Грицпúц, which 
characterize people who stutter. Usually, two or three words 
which a person constantly repeats “splice” into a nickname: 
Бачунибáчу, Богзнащó, Вотватовó, Кокогáм, Мусітобúло, 
Субіпáн, Такчинєʹ, Цьоговонó.  

Other nominations are observed: Килиминиó ‘knew only this 
sequence of letters at school’, Магайбá ‘greeted everyone like 
this (помагай, Боже)’, Кукінквáкін ‘once said: “Як я тебе 
кукну, то квакнеш” (“If I tap you, you will quack”), Газмолокó 
‘once exclaimed: “Ой газ, молоко!” (“Oh gas, milk!”); she 
forgot to turn off the stove when went to the store’. Sometimes 
such names are expanded with additional pointers: Льóнька 
Тухліяʹйця. 

Therefore, the uniqueness of non-consecutive splicing 
formations at the nickname level causes their ambiguous word-
forming interpretation, since observed forms that do not have 
direct analogues among common names can be considered also 
in the context of lexical-syntactic creation. 

4 Conclusion 
Among the analyzed nicknames, lexical-semantic formations, 
especially adjectives prevail, which is caused by the productivity 
of nicknames-characteristics according to external and internal 
features. The following lexical and thematic groups are often 
anthroponymized: fauna and flora names, names of clothes, 
shoes, dishes, details of household life, family relationships, 
locative names, agents. Transonymization (transition of proper 
names, names and surnames of famous persons, toponyms, 
zoonyms into nicknames) also testifies to the wide possibilities 
of creating nicknames. A unique phenomenon of nickname 
semanticization is double semanticization, as well as 
semanticization of composites, compound forms, word 
combinations. 
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